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Abstract. Designing human activity recognition systems, an integral part of any ambient assisted living environment, is an active
area of research in the ubiquitous computing, wearable sensing, and computer vision communities. Yet most of the systems ignore
human body motion and arm motion action primitives to recognize high-level human activities and are limited to object usage
action primitives. Consequently, there is little understanding of the significance of these action primitives on the performance of
activity recognition systems. In this paper, we comparatively assess the role of the object usage action primitives, body motion
action primitives, and arms motion action primitives to recognize human activities of daily living. Our experiments show that the
body motion action primitives and arms motion action primitives are vital to recognize the human activities that do not involve
much interaction with the objects and the environment.
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1. Introduction

Ambient assisted living environments aim to assist
people by adapting to their requirements and support-
ing them throughout the day. Human activity is the
fundamental type of context to build any application
in such environments [3,12,25]. Consequently, design-
ing dependable human activity recognition systems is
an active field of research in many computer science
communities. These communities use different type
of sensing systems, such as ambient sensing systems
[9,19,31], vision based sensing systems [1,29], and
wearable sensing systems [15,37], to observe smart
home environments. Learning algorithms reason with
sensor data to detect action primitives or low-level
human activities that span over a very short period
of time, such as walk, stand, cut, release, use plate,

*Correspinding author. E-mail: atif.manzoor@scss.tcd.ie.

or open fridge door [11,26]. These low-level human
activities or action primitives are further used to de-
tect high-level human activities of daily living (ADL)
that span over comparatively longer periods of time,
such as preparing dinner, eating sandwich, and clean-
ing room [7,33]. Still, one of the key challenges in
building effective and reliable high-level human activ-
ity recognition systems is to identify an optimal set of
action primitives that express enough information to
accurately recognize such ADL.

Identifying the significance of specific action prim-
itives in recognizing a particular ADL is important for
two reasons. First, it will help designing an ambient in-
telligent environment by indicating where to place sen-
sors, such as on the body, in the objects, or in the envi-
ronment. Second, it also indicates which action prim-
itives are worthwhile to invest additional effort in de-
signing action primitive spotting algorithms. For ex-
ample, “hand cutting the bread movement” could be an
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important action primitive as it may give a clear indi-
cation that a subject is preparing a sandwich. Catego-
rizing significant action primitives will also decrease
the overhead in terms of sensor cost, human effort,
and computing resources. But, there is little research in
identifying the impact of various types of action primi-
tives in recognizing ADL. Most work has been limited
to use a specific kind of sensing system and sticks with
a certain type of action primitives to recognize high-
level human activities.

In this paper, we utilize human body and arms mo-
tion action primitives to recognize ADL along with
commonly used object usage action primitives. In our
experiments, we use different types of action primi-
tives separately and in combinations with each other to
analyze their impact. Along with defining those com-
binations on the basis of hand-picked action primi-
tive types, we also use feature selection algorithms to
choose meaningful action primitives. In our experi-
ments, we use the annotations of the EU project OP-
PORTUNITY data set [27], which are based on the
recordings of the proceedings of data collection ac-
tivity as action primitives. These annotations include
body movement primitives, such as walk, sit, and
stand; arm movement primitives, such as reach, re-
lease, and cut; and object or environment usage prim-
itives, such as use glass, move chair, and open fridge
door.

This work is based on our previous effort to identify
important action primitives to recognize high level hu-
man activities [22] and has the following major contri-
butions.

– Uses the human body and arms motion action
primitives to recognize high-level human activi-
ties

– Analyzes the performance of different classifica-
tion algorithms to recognize ADL using different
combination of object usage, body motion, and
arm motion action primitives

– Evaluates the impact of different choices of action
primitives on recognizing every individual human
activity of daily living

– Provides recommendations to choose among dif-
ferent options of sensing systems and their place-
ment to design and deploy an ambient assisted
living environment

– Recommends to use human wearable sensors
to improve the performance of human activity
recognition systems and broad the range of activ-
ities predicted by these systems

– Recommends to use wearable sensors on the sub-
ject’s dominant arms

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 provides an overview of existing work to recog-
nize human activities of daily living. Section 3 briefly
describes the EU project OPPORTUNITY data set
used in this work. Section 4 presents an overview of
our methodology which includes our data processing
and feature extraction technique, action primitive sets,
algorithms used in this work, and our evaluation cri-
teria and strategy to measure the performance of clas-
sifiers to correctly predict human activities. Section 5
presents our experiments and their results. Section 6
details the discussion of our results and provides rec-
ommendations. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Related work

Human activity is an important type of context to
develop any ambient assisted living application [21].
Consequently considerable research effort has been
undertaken to recognize ADL. This research uses dif-
ferent approaches and sets of sensors to achieve those
objectives. The wearable sensing community has used
body-worn accelerometers to detect low-level human
activities, such as lying, sitting, standing, walking, run-
ning, and cycling [15,37]. The ubiquitous computing
researchers embedded the environment with different
kind of sensors, such as reed switches and RFID tags,
to collect information about object usage in the en-
vironment and recognize high-level human activities
such as eating, drinking, cooking, grooming, and leav-
ing home [8,33]. The computer vision community used
video camera sensors to capture and predict current hu-
man activity, ranging from low-level body movements
or action primitives to high-level human activities of
daily living [1,18,29]. These works also used a wide
range of algorithms and evaluation criteria to present
the effectiveness of their approaches. Here, we discuss
and compare this research with our work, with a sum-
mary presented in Table 1.

D.J. Cook [8] used naive Bayes, hidden Markov
model, and conditional random field to learn setting-
generalized human activity recognition models for
smart homes. They evaluated their approach using
eleven separate data sets from CASAS1 Smart Home
project [10]. They have recognized ADL related to

1http://ailab.wsu.edu/casas/
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Research works performing human activity recognition
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This work � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
D. J. Cook 2012 [8] � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
Rashidi, et al. 2012 [25] � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
Wang, et al. 2011 [33] � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
Gu, et al. 2011 [13] � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
Lee, et al. 2011 [17] � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

van Kastern, et al. 2010 [30] � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
Lepri, et al. 2010 [18] � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
Maekawa, et al. 2010 [20] � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
Ye, et al. 2010 [36] � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

Mckeever, et al. 2009 [23] � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
Choudhury, et al. 2008 [6] � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

Logan, et al. 2007 [19] � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
Wu, et al. 2007 [34] � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

Tapia, et al. 2004 [28] � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

personal hygiene, grooming, taking meals, and eating.
Rashidi et al. [25] introduced an unsupervised method
to recognize and track human activities in smart envi-
ronments, to monitor their health conditions and pro-
vide them with medical assistance. They also used
the CASAS Smart Home project data sets in their
work. However, CASAS Smart Home project data sets
are limited to only environment and object usage ac-
tion primitives and analyzing the impact of different
kinds of action primitives on high-level human activity
recognition was not the main target of these research
efforts.

Wang et al. [33] investigate the problem of recog-
nizing multiuser activities using wearable sensors in
a smart home setting. They developed a multi-modal
wearable sensing platform to collect sensor data about
multiple users. They packaged accelerometers, audio,
and RFID sensors in their sensing platform. Users
wore this sensing platform on their limbs and torso. Gu
et al. [13] propose a novel pattern mining approach to
recognize sequential, interleaved, and concurrent ac-
tivities in a unified framework. Although, both of these
works used almost the same sensing modalities as our
work, they did not perform any analysis of the perfor-
mance of the sensing modalities in detecting human
activities. They also did not investigate the optimal po-

sition of sensing systems on the human body and in the
environment.

Lee et al. [17] developed a portable personal life log
system. They used a 3-axial accelerometer to detect
human activities, such as lying, standing, and walking.
Tapia et al. [28] used environmental state change sen-
sors that had been installed on doors, windows, cabi-
nets, and drawers etc. Kasteren et al. [30] also stress
the need of a non-intrusive system to recognize hu-
man activities to design an automatic health moni-
toring system for elderly people. They collected their
data set using a wireless sensor network consisting of
reed switches, pressure mats, mercury contacts, pas-
sive infrared, float sensors, and temperature sensors.
The main goal of their system is to show the effective-
ness of generative and discriminative models for activ-
ity recognition in a real world setting. They compared
hidden Markov model and conditional random field for
that purpose. They did compare the performance of the
aforementioned models using different type of sensor
data.

Mckeever et al. [23] used a publicly available data
set [31] to recognize human activities of daily living.
In their approach, they modeled domain knowledge
and transfered the evidence from the sensor to situ-
ation level to minimize the dependence on the train-
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ing data sets. Ye et al. [35,36] used domain knowledge
and machine learning algorithm to develop situation
lattices to recognize ADL. First, they used the domain
knowledge to map the sensor data to low-level situ-
ation semantics or action primitives. Later, they used
machine learning algorithms to map low-level situa-
tion semantics or action primitives to high-level situa-
tion semantics or human activities of daily living. They
used the publicly available data sets, place lab [16] and
Kasteren et al. [31], to evaluate their approach. Com-
paring with decision tree and naive Bayes, their algo-
rithms showed a varying degree of performance with
considerably low precision to recognize ADL using a
sensor-rich data set. They identified that lack of do-
main knowledge leading to imprecise situation or ac-
tivity definition may be one of the reason of low pre-
cision. Our work that identify the impact of different
action primitives in designing high-level human activ-
ity recognition systems may provide enough domain
knowledge to construct such situation lattices.

Lepri et al. [18] recognized ongoing activities by us-
ing visual sensors. They stressed that the current hu-
man body posture may be useful to distinguish be-
tween different human activities that involve the same
kind of objects, such as eating and preparing meals.
They equipped the living room and kitchen of a flat
with web cameras where different subjects performed
activities of daily living. They processed the video
streams to get the primitives about the location and
posture of the subject to recognize high-level activi-
ties. But these primitives did not prove to be enough
to recognize activities like eating, drinking, and clean-
ing. Most aforementioned approaches used sensor sys-
tems that provide primitives about the environmental
state change. Lepri et al. [18] used human body posture
primitives with their location to detect ADL. Choud-
hury et al. [6] stressed that human activity recogni-
tion using body-worn sensors is crucial to build many
health-care applications, such as fitness monitoring
and elder-care support. Their work is comparatively
close to our work as they packaged multiple sensors,
such as microphones, accelerometer, and light sensors,
in a single small device and tried to understand the use-
fulness of those sensors in recognizing different human
activities. However, compared to our work, their sen-
sor set is quite limited and they have not included envi-
ronment and object usage sensors in their study. Their
human activity set is also limited to low-level human
activities, such as walking, sitting, and standing.

Maekawa et al. [20], Logan et al. [19], and Wu
et al. [34] compared the performance of different sens-

ing systems to recognize human activities of daily
living and are close to our work. Maekawa et al.
[20] recognized activities of daily living with their
custom-designed device embedded with a camera, mi-
crophone, accelerometer, and a digital compass. The
subjects wore the device on their wrist and performed
different activities of daily living. They compared the
performance of each sensor in data set by including
and excluding each type of sensor. Their results assert
that a video camera is the best sensor to use in a human
activity recognition system. However, they also admit-
ted that there may be many privacy issues concerning
the use of cameras and microphones in the home set-
ting. RFID sensors and accelerometers are also cheap
to deploy. In addition, they did not use enough ac-
celerometers to recognize human activity. In our work,
accelerometer sensors are used to recognize body mo-
tion and arm motion action primitives, which proved
vital to recognize human activities. Compared to their
work, we put more emphasis on comparing the action
primitives and used a wide range of action primitives,
as evident from Table 1.

Logan et al. [19] used the place lab, an instrumented
home environment [16], to collect their data set. They
used environment built-in sensors, object motion sen-
sors, and RFID tags. Two 3-axis accelerometer sensors
were also worn by a subject on his limbs to show his
motion. In their experiments, they compared the per-
formance of RFID sensors, motion sensors, and built-
in sensors to recognize ADL. However, all these differ-
ent kinds of sensors were used to extract object-usage
action primitives. Consequently, they found that the
activities that do not involve any object usage are hard
to estimate, such as reading. In contrast to their work,
we emphasize investigating the impact of action prim-
itives to recognize ADL. We also use a comprehensive
set of action primitives that include object usage action
primitives, body motion action primitives and arm mo-
tion action primitives.We analyze the impact of these
action primitives on each individual activity separately.
Body motion action primitives and arm motion action
primitives proved vital in recognizing activities that do
not use many objects in the environment.

Wu et al. [34] recognized human activity using ob-
ject usage action primitives. They used RFID sensors
and video cameras to predict object usage action prim-
itives. They compared the performance of RFID sen-
sors and video cameras to detect an object usage and
subsequently high level human activities of daily liv-
ing, such as boil water, make popcorn, and make tea.
Compared to our work they target the recognition of
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kitchen activities that generate a high number of object
usage action primitives.We also use body motion and
arms motion action primitives that prove vital in rec-
ognizing activities that do not involve much interaction
with objects in the environment.

Most of the aforementioned research efforts were
concerned with either comparing the effectiveness of
existing classification algorithms or designing new
more effective classification algorithms to predict
ADL. They used different sensing systems for that pur-
pose. Some of them also compared the effectiveness of
the sensing system to recognize ADL. However, little
attention is paid to the comparison of the action primi-
tives. Compared to these works, we analyze the impact
of different choices of action primitives on recogniz-
ing ADL. We also discuss our results in the context of
the choice and placement of sensing systems for the
design of an effective activity recognition system in an
ambient assisted living environment.

3. Data description

In our experiments, we use the smart home data set
gathered in the EU project OPPORTUNITY2 for the
machine recognition of human activities of daily liv-
ing. Here, we briefly describe the features of the data
set that are related to our work. Interested readers may
see the detailed description of the data set in [27].

The data set is collected in a sensor-rich environ-
ment: a room simulating a studio flat with kitchen,
deckchair, and outdoor access where subjects per-
formed daily morning activities. Fifteen networked
sensor systems with seventy two sensors of ten modal-
ities were deployed in the environment, embedded in
the objects, and worn on the subject body. Table 2
shows the description and location of these sensor sys-
tems. Figure 1 shows the detail of the deployment of
sensing systems. Figure 1(a) shows the sensors that
were deployed at different places in the room. Fig-
ure 1(b) shows the location of the sensors that were
worn on the subject body. Figure 1(c) shows the sen-
sors that were embedded in different objects. Twelve
subjects executed activities of daily living in this en-
vironment, yielding an average of 2 hours of effective
data per subject, for a total of twenty five hours of sen-
sor data. According to estimations over 11000 inter-
actions with objects and over 17000 interactions with

2http://www.opportunity-project.eu/

Table 2
Locations and observations of deployed sensor systems

ID Sensor system Location and observation

B1 Commercial wireless
microphone

Chest and dominant wrist. Senses
user activity

B2 Custom wireless
Bluetooth
acceleration sensors

12 locations on the body. Senses
limb movement

B3 Custom motion
jacket

Jacket including 5 commercial
RS485 networked sensors. Sense
inertial measurement units

B4 Custom magnetic
relative positioning
sensor

Emitter on shoulder, receiver on
dominant wrist. Senses distance of
hand to body

B5 Commercial Inertia
Cube3 inertial sensor
system

One per foot, on the shoe toe box.
Senses modes of locomotion

B6 Commercial Sun
SPOT acceleration
sensors

One per foot, right below the outer
ankle. Senses modes of locomotion

O1 Custom wireless
Bluetooth
acceleration and rate
of turn sensors

On 12 objects used in the scenario.
Senses object use

A1 Commercial wired
microphone array

4 at one room side. Senses ambient
sound

A2 Commercial
Ubisense localization
system

Corners of the room. Senses user
location

A3 Axis network
cameras

3 locations, for localization,
documentation and visual
annotation

A4 XSense inertial
sensor

On the table and chair. Senses
vibration and use

A5 USB networked
acceleration sensors

USB networked acceleration
sensors. Sense usage

A6 Reed switches 13, on doors, drawers, shelves.
Sense usage, provides ground truth

A7 Custom power
sensors

Connected to coffee machine and
bread cutter. Senses usage

A8 Custom pressure
sensors

3 on the table, user placed plates
and cups on them. Senses usage

environment have been recorded. This makes the data
set highly rich in gesture primitives and largest for the
purpose of multi-modal activity recognition.

The data set is annotated at two levels of abstrac-
tion. At a high level of abstraction, annotators label the
data set with ADL. Table 3 shows the short descrip-
tion of these activities and their duration for a single
run of the data set. A subject starts the ADL run with
Idle activity. During this activity the subject is lying
on the deckchair. During the Relaxing activity the sub-
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Fig. 1. Detail of the sensing systems used to collect data from the environment. Figure 1(a) shows sensing systems deployed in the environment.
Figure 1(b) shows sensing system worn on the human body and Fig. 1(c) shows sensing systems embedded in the objects. Table 2 provides
further detail about the sensing systems.

ject gets up, goes outside the room, and has a walk
around the building. During the Early Morning activ-
ity the subject moves around the room and casually
checks the different objects. Later, the subject prepares

coffee with milk and sugar using a coffee machine and
drinks coffee during the Coffee Time activity. The sub-
ject uses bread, cheese, salami, bread cutter, knives,
and plates to prepare and later eat the sandwich dur-
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Table 3
Activities and their duration during a single run

Activities Description Duration
(seconds)

Idle Lie on the deckchair in the room 583

Relaxing Go outside and have a walk 157

Early
Morning

Move around in the room and casually
check the objects

276

Coffee
Time

Prepare coffee with milk and sugar
using coffee machine and drink it

129

Sandwich
Time

Prepare sandwich with bread, cheese,
and salami using bread cutter, various
knives, and plates and eat it

375

Clean Up Put objects used to original place or
dish washer and cleanup the table

183

Table 4
Brief description and values of action primitive categories

Action
primitive
category

Description Primitive Values

Body motions Basic human
movements

walk, run, stand, lie, sit, stairs
up, stairs down

Left arm
motions

Left arm
movements

reach, move, release, lock,
unlock, open, close, stir, sip,
bite, clean, cut, spreadRight arm

motions
Right arm
movements

Left arm
object usage

Left hand
interaction
with objects

fridge, dishwasher, drawer1
(top), drawer2 (middle),
drawer3 (lower), door1, door2,
switch, table, cup, chair, glass,
spoon, sugar, knife salami,
knife cheese, salami, bottle,
plate, cheese, bread, milk, lazy
chair

Right arm
object usage

Right hand
interaction
with objects

ing the Sandwich Time activity. At the end the subject
puts all the used objects to their original positions or
the dish washer and cleans the table in the Clean Up
activity.

At a low level of abstraction, annotators label the
data set with action primitives. Table 4 shows the de-
tail of action primitives used to label the data set.
Body motion action primitives include action primi-
tives that present information about the subject body
movements, such as walking, sitting, and lying. Arms
motion action primitives include action primitives that
represent information about the actions performed
by human limbs on different objects, such as cut,
spread, and release. Object usage action primitives
represent information about the usage of different
objects in the environment, e.g., plates, cups, and
knives.

In our experiments, we use the data set labels at the
two aforementioned levels of abstraction. Classifiers
use the low level labels of action primitives as the fea-
ture set to classify high level labels of ADL. We use the
data of fifteen runs of the ADL. Three different users
performed five runs each of the fifteen runs. Each run
last for approximately thirty minutes. We use total data
of about four hundred and fifty minutes.

4. Methodology

Figure 2 shows our system to recognize human ac-
tivities of daily living. The system collects data from
the sensors embedded in the environment and objects
and worn by the human. Machine learning algorithms
are used to extract initially action primitives from sen-
sor data and later human activities from action prim-
itives. The system may also fuse the output of differ-
ent learning algorithms to improve the prediction ac-
curacy. However, the scope of this work is limited ex-
tracting the high-level human activity of daily living
from the action primitives as shown by the dotted box
in Fig. 2. In this section, we describe the data process-
ing and feature extraction techniques, action primitive
sets, evaluation criteria and strategy, and algorithms
that we use in the paper.

4.1. Data processing and feature extraction

We use the sliding window technique to extract fea-
ture histograms from action primitives temporal data.
The first step in using this technique is to define a win-
dow size, W, of a certain time length and process data
collected in that window. For example, as shown in
Fig. 3, we define a window size, W, of five seconds for
the available action primitive temporal data. We count
the frequency of a specific action primitive label dur-
ing that window and construct the feature histogram as
shown in Fig. 3. Feature histograms indicate the num-
ber of times an action primitive is labeled in that in-
terval of time. For example, if the data indicates that
the subject used a plate seven times in that time period,
the feature “plate used” will have the value seven for
that time period. We pass the feature vectors of differ-
ent action primitives to the classification algorithms to
classify the subject ADL during this interval of time.
The second step is to mention the window jump size.
For example, we define a jump size, JS, of one sec as
shown in Fig. 3. For every subsequent sampling, we
move the window ahead with the length of the jump
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Fig. 2. The system to recognize human activities of daily living collect data from sensing systems deployed in the environment and use machine
learning algorithms to extract action primitives from sensor data and human activities of daily living from action primitives at the later stage.
The system may also fuse the output from different learning algorithms to improve the accuracy of the system.

Fig. 3. Sliding window technique to extract features from raw data. First, we define a window size, W, of five seconds and jump size, JS, of
one second for a temporal signal of n seconds. Second, we count the frequency of sensors fired during that window and construct the feature
histogram. For every subsequent sampling we move the sliding window ahead with jump size of one second.

size. For every next sample, data is taken from a next
window of length five seconds starting one second af-
ter the start of the previous window until the sliding
window reaches the end of the signal of length n sec-
onds.

In our experiments, we use jump size, JS, of one
second and window sizes, W, of one, five, ten, thirty,
and sixty seconds. First, we find out the optimal win-
dow size for our data. We persist with that optimal
window size for the remaining part of our experi-
ments.

4.2. Action primitive sets

A person performs different activities in different
parts of a house. He/she may be busy in the kitchen
while preparing breakfast or he/she may be relaxing
in the lounge. The different nature of these activities
implies that these activities are composed of different
primitives. The composition of these activities requires
us to look at each activity individually which will not
only give us the opportunity to observe which type
of sensors should be used to recognize which activ-
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Table 5
Detail of different sets of action primitives, categories of action
primitives used in these sets, and sensing systems used to extract
these action primitive categories

Set Categories Sensing system3

S1 body motions, arm
motions, object usage

A4, A5, A6, A7, B1, B2,
B3, B4, B5, B6, O1

S2 body motions, arm
motions

B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6

S3 body motions B1, B3, B4, B5, B6

S4 arm motions B2, B4

S5 right arm motions B2, B4

S6 left arm motions B2, B4

S7 object usage O1, A4, A5, A6, A7

S8 Feature Selection A4, A5, A6, A7, B1, B2,
B3, B4, B5, B6, O1

ity but will also indicate which type of sensors should
be used in which part of house. Considering these re-
quirements, we also divide action primitives in differ-
ent combinations. These different combinations pro-
vide us the opportunity to study which primitives are
more suitable to predict a specific type of human ac-
tivity of daily living.

Table 5 shows the action primitive sets, the cate-
gories of action primitives that are used in those sets,
and the sensing systems used to extract those action
primitives. In the set S1 we use all the action primi-
tive categories described in Table 4. S2 consists only
body motion action primitives and arms motion action
primitives. In S3 we further excluded arm motion ac-
tion primitives and it only consists of body motion ac-
tion primitives. In S4 we use both right arm motion
and left arm motion action primitives while S5 and S6
are limited to only right arm motion and left arm mo-
tion respectively. In S7 we only use the object usage
action primitives. In S8 we use correlation-based fea-
ture subset selection [14] as the evaluation criteria and
linear forward selection as the search algorithm. The
detail of the values that can be assigned to these action
primitives is shown in Table 4.

4.3. Algorithms

We use the WEKA4 implementations of decision
tree [24], Bayes net [5], and k-nearest neighbors [2].
These classification algorithms are commonly used in

3Sensing systems are described in Table 2.
4http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/index.html

previous reported works on human activity recognition
[4,19,26]. We have chosen them as the purpose of our
research is to assess whether we can find a set of action
primitives yielding high performance to predict ADL
regardless of the classification strategy.

4.4. Evaluation strategy and criteria

Mostly activity recognition algorithms in smart
homes are evaluated considering the accuracy of the al-
gorithms that represent the ratio of correctly predicted
activities against the total number of activities. How-
ever, the accuracy of an algorithm is not enough to
evaluate the real performance of a classifier. For exam-
ple, a classifier is used to classify a set of instances that
has nine positive instances and one negative instances.
If the classifier classifies all the instances as the posi-
tive instance, it will have ninety percent accuracy and
hundred percent false positive rate. So accuracy alone
does not show the true picture of the performance of
the classifier. In this paper, we use different evalua-
tion metrics, such as recall, false alarm rate, precision,
f-measure, confidence intervals, and kappa statistical
measure [32] to evaluate the performance of classifica-
tion algorithms. We use confusion matrix as a tool to
calculate these metrics.

5. Experiments

In our experiments, classifiers take the action prim-
itives, listed in Table 4, as input to the system and pre-
dict the ADL, listed in Table 3, as output to the sys-
tem. We first assess the suitable window size to ex-
tract feature histograms over the temporal signal (Sec-
tion 5.1). We use the assessed suitable window size
in the remaining experiments. Afterwards, we analyze
the impact of using different action primitives sets de-
scribed in Table 5 on recognizing each individual ac-
tivity listed in Table 3 (Section 5.2). Finally, we ana-
lyze overall impact of action primitive sets on activity
recognition (Section 5.3).

5.1. Impact of a change in sliding window size on
acitivity recognition

In this experiment, we analyze the effect of the slid-
ing window length to extract feature histograms of the
action primitives over the prediction of ADL. We use
the time window lengths in the range of one second
to two minutes. Classifiers take feature histograms ex-
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Fig. 4. Different evaluation metrics for using k-nearest neighbour, decision tree, and Bayes net classifier with different time window lenghts.

tracted over these window lengths to predict ADL. Fig-
ure 4 shows the evaluation metrics for the classifica-
tion algorithm k-nearest neighbor, decision tree, and
Bayes network to predict all the activities collectively.
We observe that the value of the true positive rate or re-
call (Fig. 4(a)) increases and the value of false positive
rate or false alarm rate (Fig. 4(e)) decreases with the
increase in the size of window length. Similarly pre-
cision (Fig. 4(b)), f-measure (Fig. 4(c)), and roc area
(Fig. 4(d)) also have better values with the increase in
the window size. We also observe that the evaluation
metrics show the same pattern with all three classifica-
tion algorithms.

Figure 4 also shows that the slope of the curves plot-
ting the evaluation metrics become flatter with the in-
crease in the sliding window length and the improve-
ment in the performance of the classification algo-
rithms to correctly classify the human activity is al-
most negligible after a certain extent. So it is not very
useful to increase the sliding window length beyond a
certain size. Large sliding window size may also pre-
vent the algorithms to recognize the activities that last
for a short period of time, e.g., if we have a sliding win-
dow size of two minutes, it will be difficult to recog-
nize an activity that last for only sixty seconds. Smart

home applications will also wait for the sliding win-
dow length time before a certain human activity in a
smart home can be recognized. Such delay can affect
the functionality of those applications. Consequently,
in spite of increasing the sliding window size beyond
certain limit, it is recommended to look at other op-
tions to improve the performance of activity recog-
nition algorithms. Considering these observations, we
decide to use a window length of sixty seconds for the
subsequent experiments.

5.2. Impact of different action primitive sets on
recognizing each activity

In this experiment, we examine the impact of ac-
tion primitive sets on each activity separately. We use
the sliding window length of sixty seconds. Figure 5
shows the percentage value of true positive rate with
confidence intervals for the prediction of different ac-
tivities using Bayes net classifier. Similarly Figs 6
and 7 show the percentage value of true positive rate
with confidence interval for the prediction of differ-
ent activities using a decision tree and a k-nearest
neighbor classification algorithms. Table 6 shows the
detailed performance of all classifiers with each ac-
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Fig. 5. True positive rate (%) with confidence interval to recognize different activities using Bayes net classifier with different primitive sets.

Fig. 6. True positive rate (%) with confidence interval to recognize different activities using decision tree classifier with different primitive sets.

Fig. 7. True positive rate (%) with confidence interval to recognize different activities using k-nearest neighbors classifier with different primitive
sets.

tion primitive set to predict these activities. The per-
formance measure from those confusion matrices are
used to calculate the percentage value of true posi-

tive rate and confidence intervals. We used the con-
fidence level of 95% to estimate confidence inter-
val.
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Table 6
Confusion matrices for different classifiers and primitive sets
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(b) DT with primitive set 1
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(c) KNN with primitive set 1
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(d) BN with primitive set 2
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(e) DT with primitive set 2
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(f) KNN with primitive set 2
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(g) BN with primitive set 3
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(h) DT with primitive set 3
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(i) KNN with primitive set 3
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(j) BN with primitive set 4
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(k) DT with primitive set 4
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(l) KNN with primitive set 4
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(m) BN with primitive set 5
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(n) DT with primitive set 5
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(o) KNN with primitive set 5
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Table 6
(Continued)

(p) BN with primitive set 6
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(q) DT with primitive set 6
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(r) KNN with primitive set 6
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(s) BN with primitive set 7
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(t) DT with primitive set 7
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(u) KNN with primitive set 7
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(v) BN with primitive set 8
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(w) DT with primitive set 8
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(x) KNN with primitive set 8
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We use the data from the eight different action prim-
itive sets described in Table 5. As evident in the bar
charts in Figs 5–7 and confusion matrices in Table 6
all the three classifiers show almost the same perfor-
mance to predict each activity with each of the action
primitive sets. However, the choice of different action
primitive sets have different affects on the value of true
positive rate to predict an activity even with the same
classifier. Here we discuss each activity and the effect
of the different action primitive sets on its prediction
with the classification algorithms.

Figures 5–7 show the value of true positive rate
to predict the activity Idle with eight different action
primitive sets and three different classifiers. While be-
ing Idle, the subject is not performing any activity.We
observe in the case of all three classifiers that although
action primitive set S2 shows best performance to pre-
dict this activity, other action primitive sets are also not

far behind. This result is not surprising as when the
subject is idle, he/she is neither interacting with any
object nor making any movement. Consequently, most
of the time action primitives have null value during
this activity. So action primitives extracted from any
particular type of sensing modalities are not particu-
larly significant in the case of recognizing this activity.
Action primitives extracted from any sensing modality
can easily detect whether the subject is idle or not.

Figures 5–7 show the value of true positive rate to
predict the activity Relaxing with the eight different ac-
tion primitive sets and three different classifiers. This
activity proved to be the most difficult one to recog-
nize. During this activity, the subject went outside the
studio apartment to have a short walk. Looking at the
value of true positive rate to predict this activity by dif-
ferent classifiers, it can clearly be seen that the clas-
sifiers perform a lot better using action primitive sets
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S1, S2, and S3 than using action primitive sets S4, S5,
S6, S7, and S8. Primitive set S1 contains action prim-
itives that have been extracted from all sensor modal-
ities. Primitive set S2 contains action primitives that
have been extracted from wearable sensors worn on
the subject body and limbs. Primitive set S3 contains
action primitives that are extracted from wearable sen-
sors worn on the human body that present action prim-
itives about subject body locomotion, such as walking,
siting, lying. Human body locomotion action primi-
tives in all the three sets, i.e., S1, S2, and S3, exhibit
better performance to recognize the Relaxing activity.

The main reason is that during this activity the sub-
ject is not interacting with any object. So most of the
time action primitives extracted from sensors embed-
ded in objects have a null value. This is the reason why
action primitive sets from those sensors are not very
successful to recognize this activity. The classifiers get
almost the same feature for this activity as for the Idle
activity. Comparatively, the high number of Idle ac-
tivity overwhelmed the classifiers decision and classi-
fiers got confused making a distinction between Idle
and Relaxing. The classifiers detected most of the Re-
laxing activities as the Idle activity. Primitive sets S1,
S2, and S3 show better performance because those sets
include action primitives, such as walking and stand-
ing, extracted from wearable sensors worn on subject
body. But when action primitive sets exclude action
primitives extracted from wearable sensors worn on
the subject body recognizing the Relaxing activity be-
comes very difficult. Consequently, wearable sensors
provides information about human locomotion action
primitives proved vital for recognizing this activity.

Figures 5–7 show the value of true positive rate to
predict the activity Coffee Time with eight different ac-
tion primitive sets and three different classifiers. Dur-
ing Coffee Time, the subject prepared coffee with milk
and sugar by using a machine, took sips of coffee, and
also interacted with different objects in the environ-
ment. As evident from the activity description this ac-
tivity is more distinctive on the basis of objects that
are used as the human action primitives. Subsequently,
action primitive sets that contain information about
object usage and arm movements show better perfor-
mance.

Classifiers show almost the same performance to
predict Coffee Time with action primitive set S1, S2,
and S4. S1 contains action primitives extracted from
all sensors described in Table 2. S2 contains action
primitives extracted from the sensors worn on body
and arms, while S4 contains the action primitive sets

extracted from sensor worn on arms only. As action
primitive set S3 that contains primitives extracted from
sensors worn on body only could not show comparable
performance, we conclude that arm sensors are very
good to predict such activities. Right arm motion ac-
tion primitives show better performance than the sub-
ject body motion action primitives and left arm motion
primitives as shown by the values of true positive rate
for action primitive sets S2, S5, and S6.

Right arm motion action primitives also show better
performance than the object usage action primitives,
as shown by the value of true positive rate for action
primitive sets S5 and S7. Better performance of right
arm motion primitives is due to the fact that most of the
time the subject is interacting with objects with his/her
dominant limb. In our opinion, if we have rich wear-
able sensors that can provide human locomotion prim-
itives like sip, wearable sensors can considerably in-
crease the probability of correctly predicting this ac-
tivity.

Figures 5–7 show the value of the true positive rate
to predict the activity Early Morning with eight differ-
ent action primitive sets and three different classifiers.
During this activity, the subject moved in the room and
randomly checked some objects in the drawers and on
the shelf. Although primitive sets S4, S5, S6, and S7
showed better performance in recognizing this activ-
ity as compared to recognizing the Relaxing activity,
action primitive set S2 that contains action primitives
extracted from wearable sensors worn on the subject
body and limbs exhibited the better performance in this
case.

The reason for their better performance was that
during this activity the subject spends a lot of time in
physical activities. Again, in this case, he/she has not
interacted with objects available in the environment for
much time. Object sensors had been able to recognize
this activity when the subject had not interacted with
some of the objects. Action primitives extracted from
wearable sensors worn on human limbs are also not
very helpful in recognizing the Early Morning activity
as these sensors also provide information about human
interaction with objects available in the environment.
Wearable sensor providing human locomotion primi-
tives again proved vital in this case.

Figures 5–7 show the value of true positive rate to
predict the activity Clean UP with the eight differ-
ent action primitive sets and three different classifiers.
During this activity, the subject puts all objects used
in their original places or the dish washer and cleans
up the table. As compared with other action primitives,
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Fig. 8. Evaluation metrics showing the performance of Bayes Net to correctly predict ADL using different primitive sets.

body motion primitives, such as walk, sit, and stand,
failed when those action primitives have been used
alone to detect the Clean Up activity, as evident from
the value of the true positive rate for S3. However,
limbs locomotion primitives, such as reach, move, and
release, showed comparatively better performance for
the sensors used with right arm than the sensors used
with left arm. If we compare the performance of all
action primitive sets when these action primitive sets
have been used alone, action primitives extracted from
object usage sensors and action primitives extracted
from sensors worn on right limbs give the best perfor-
mance. Overall, the primitive set that used a combina-
tion of human locomotion primitives, limbs locomo-
tion primitives, and object usage primitives showed the
best performance in detecting the Clean Up activity.

Figures 5–7 show the value of true positive rate
to predict activity Sandwich Time with eight differ-
ent action primitive sets and three different classifiers.
During this activity the subject interacted with differ-
ent objects in the environment like bread, cheese, and
salami, and had also used bread cutters, various kind
of knives, and plates to prepare the sandwich. Later the
subject ate that sandwich. Contrasting with the Idle ac-
tivity when the subject was motionless most of the time
and interacted with few objects, in this activity the sub-
ject has not only performed many low level physical
activities, like cutting the bread, but has also interacted
with various objects in the environment. As a result, all
primitive sets performed well in the case of this activ-
ity compared with other activities. The action primitive
set S4 that contains arm motion primitives shows bet-
ter performance than action primitive set S7 that con-
tains object usage action primitives. Action primitive
set S4 also shows comparable performance with ac-

tion primitive sets S1 and S2 that are the super set of
S4. These results show that arm motions action prim-
itives are most important type of action primitives to
correctly predict this activity.

5.3. Analyzing the impact of action primitives on the
collective activity recognition

This section presents the prediction performance
of the classifiers for all the activities using each ac-
tion primitive set. As we have seen in the previous
section that all the classifiers show the same behav-
ior with different action primitive sets, here in spite
of reporting the identical results with different clas-
sifiers, we present our findings for a single classifier.
We arbitrarily selected Bayes net classifier for that pur-
pose. Figure 8 shows the weighted average of the true
positive rate, false positive rate, precision, recall, f-
measure, and kappa statistical measure of all activities
classified using Bayes net classification algorithm. We
added kappa statistical values to depict the measure of
agreement (between the classifier using a particular ac-
tion primitive set and the ground truth) normalized for
chance agreement. Kappa statistic values are shown in
Fig. 8 as the percentage measure. Kappa value of 100%
indicate perfect agreement and Kappa value of 0% in-
dicate chance agreement.

The action primitive set S1 includes action primi-
tives extracted from all the sensing modalities avail-
able in the data set and the action primitive set S2
includes all the action primitive sets extracted from
wearable sensors show the better overall performance.
As S1 is the super set of all other sets, it is quite obvi-
ous that S1 shows better performance over other sets.
Although S2 is a subset of S1 and contains action prim-
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itives extracted from wearable sensors only, classifiers
are as successful in predicting activities using S2 as us-
ing S1. The reasons for the good performance of action
primitive set S2 is the comprehensive nature of the ac-
tion primitives extracted from wearable sensors. Wear-
able sensors not only provide information about the
body motions like walk, sit, and stand but also indicate
the usage of an object available in the environment.
These primitives also proved very helpful in recogniz-
ing activities like Idle, when the subject is not per-
forming any activity, Early Morning, when the subject
is walking around and handling different objects, and
Relaxing when the subject is sitting or lying. Kappa
statistics values of 90% and 91% for the classifier us-
ing action primitive set S1 and S2 also depict the strong
agreement between activities recognized by the classi-
fier using these action primitive sets.

The action primitive set S3 consists of only body
motion action primitives. Although this action prim-
itive set is very good in predicting activities such as
Idle and Early Morning, it was not helpful in predict-
ing activities that involve a higher number of interac-
tions with the environment and objects. Action prim-
itive sets S5, S6, and S7 show the same overall per-
formance. The classifiers show a slightly better per-
formance in correctly predicting the activities by us-
ing S4 that contains arm motion primitives from both
arms than S7 that contains object and environment us-
age action primitives. This means that arm motion ac-
tion primitives can also be used in parallel with object
and environment usage action primitives to predict hu-
man activities of daily living inside a home. Clearly
primitive set S2 that used a combination of body mo-
tion and arm motion action primitives and S1 that is
the super set of all action primitive sets show better
performance. However, when we look at different ac-
tion primitive sets individually the arms motion action
primitive sets, especially the right arm action primi-
tives, shows the best performance. The fact is also ev-
ident from the true positive rate of 81 and 77 percent
and kappa statistical values of 80 and 74 percent for
the Bayes net classifier to truly predict the activities us-
ing action primitive sets S5 and S6. Table 4 shows the
detail of these action primitives and Table 5 shows the
detail of sensing systems used to extract those action
primitives.

6. Discussion and recommendations

In our experiments, we used the sliding window
technique to extract feature histograms over the ac-

tion primitives temporal data to use with classifica-
tion algorithms to correctly predict human activities
of daily living in a smart home. We used different
jump sizes varying from one second to two minutes.
We found that increasing the window size for the fea-
ture extraction, improves the performance of the clas-
sifiers to correctly predict human activity. However, in-
creasing the window size beyond a certain limit (e.g.
60 seconds) does not necessarily reflect a better per-
formance. So, we conclude that it is a very important
step in designing a human activity recognition system
to successfully decide the proper window size to ex-
tract feature histograms from temporal signal. Win-
dow size may also depend upon the requirements of
the system that uses the prediction of human activ-
ity.

We used different classification algorithm to cor-
rectly predict human activities of daily living in a smart
home. We used these classification algorithms with
different set of action primitives containing different
combination of object usage, arms motion, and body
motion action primitives. The classifiers showed vary-
ing performance to predict human activities of daily
living in smart home with different sets of action prim-
itives. Spotting these action primitives needed different
kind of sensing systems placed at different positions,
e.g., spotting arms motion action primitives needed ac-
celerometers worn on human arm. These facts show
that instead of sticking with few data sets using spe-
cific kinds of sensing systems to predict human activ-
ities and working to improve the powers of classifica-
tion algorithms to improve their performance, there is
also a need to collect new data sets that use different
sensing systems to collect data covering different sens-
ing modalities.

We measured the performance of the classifiers to
predict human activities in a smart home separately
and collectively. We found that evaluation metrics
showing the performance of classifiers to predict all
activities together did not give enough information to
analyze a human activity recognition system. Differ-
ent classifiers and action primitive sets that may show
better overall performance to correctly predict the hu-
man activities may have completely different perfor-
mance when we look at their performance in detail.
For example, as shown in Fig. 8 classifiers show bet-
ter performance predicting ADL using action primi-
tive set S7 than using action primitive set S3. But if
we look the classifier performance in predicting each
activity individually we find that classifiers show a lot
better performance to predict activities Relaxing and
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Early Morning using action primitive set S3 than us-
ing action primitive set S7 as shown in Figs 5–7 and
Table 6.

Considering the results of experiments we observe
that the arms motion and the body motion action prim-
itives that have been ignored in recognizing human ac-
tivities in smart home environments play a significant
role in improving the performance of human activity
recognition systems. Even when the different types of
action primitives have been used alone, the arm motion
action primitives showed comparable performance to
the object and environmental usage action primitives.
The classifiers showed better performance using action
primitive set S2 that include all action primitives pos-
sible to extract from wearable sensors than S7 that in-
clude all action primitives possible to extract from ob-
ject and environmental sensors as shown in Figs 5–8.
Body motion action primitives proved vital in recog-
nizing human activities that do not involve much in-
teraction with environment and objects, such as Relax-
ing, Idle, and Early Morning. Body motion and arm
motion action primitives can also improve the perfor-
mance of the classifiers to recognize other ADL of the
same nature in a smart home, such as sleep, wake up,
wash hands or watch television.

Object and environmental usage primitives com-
pletely failed in recognizing these activities. Limbs
motion primitives, like reach, cut, and spread, also
proved significant in recognizing those activities that
include not only using but also performing actions
on different objects. Examples of the actions per-
formed on objects include cutting bread, applying
bread spreads. Wearable sensors that can be used to ex-
tract action primitives like sip or bite are also impor-
tant for correctly distinguishing activities like drink-
ing coffee or eating a sandwich. Object or environ-
mental usage sensors are very important to install in
areas, such as kitchen, where human are expected to
have greater interaction with those objects. Wearable
sensors are significant in recognizing activities during
which humans do not interact much with the environ-
ment, such as Relaxing. Sensors used with dominant
limbs are more reliable in recognizing human activi-
ties than sensors used with other limbs. As arm and
body motion action primitives in combination with ob-
ject usage action primitives clearly outperformed only
object usage action primitives in the recognition of all
activities, it is indispensable to use wearable sensors
to extract arms and body motion action primitives in
smart environments to improve the performance of hu-
man activity recognition systems.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we use object usage, body motion, and
arms motion action primitives with different classifica-
tion algorithms to recognize human activities of daily
living in an ambient assisted living environment. The
aim of this work is to analyze the impact of the afore-
mentioned action primitives in the recognition of the
human activities. During our experiments, we find that
body and arm motion action primitives proved vital
factor in predicting some of the activities, such as Idle,
Relaxing, and Early Morning activities. While per-
forming these activities human does not interact much
with environment and objects. Consequently, the clas-
sifiers show considerably better performance in rec-
ognizing these activities using the combination of the
body and arm motion action primitives than using the
object and environment usage action primitives. The
classifiers show better performance using right arm ac-
tion primitives than using left arm action primitives
and show almost the same performance while using
action primitive sets containing only arm motion ac-
tion primitives and object and environment usage ac-
tion primitives. Consequently, we recommend to use
wearable sensors that can detect human body and arms
motion action primitives. We also recommend to use
wearable sensors on the dominant limbs to improve the
performance of the classifiers to predict ADL.

For future work, we plan to compare the effective-
ness of different sensing systems that can be used to
extract same action primitives in different home set-
tings. We also plan to use the knowledge gained in this
paper to design an autonomic human activity recogni-
tion system. This system will be able to dynamically
select the most suitable classification techniques and
opportunistically connect to the most appropriate set of
deployed sensors to efficiently predict human activities
in different conditions and home settings with optimal
use of computing resources.
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